
Which colours suit me best?

Our collection is divided into four colour ‘seasons’: Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring.  Our skin tone and natural hair colour determine which of these 
‘seasons’ suit us best.

How do I know which colour ‘season’ I am?

Generally speaking, the colours that suit you most are the ones that, without make-up, you look awake and healthy in.  They are the colours that you’re 
wearing when people comment on how well you look, or how nice your garments are.  Most of us are naturally drawn to these colours.

Though Winter and Summer suit different colours, their colour ranges are comprised of cool (or blue based) colours, and the same is said of Autumn and 
Spring and are comprised of warm (or yellow based) colours.  We have listed some examples to illustrate this…

    Winter
    You tend to suit strong, clear colours like black, electric blue, fuchsia, grey and burgundy.
        

    Summer
    You look fantastic in chambray, pastel colours, soft blue-based reds and light purples.

    
    Autumn
    You look your best in rich, warm shades like pumpkin, chocolate, olive, mustard and cream.

    
    Spring
    Clear, warm colours suit you such as teal, turquoise, emerald green, soft reds, bright navy and coral pink.

Other colours will suit you too, but using the seasons as a guide may help you choose which colours they are. 

Which styles suit me best?

We are all created equally – but differently.  Each of us has a unique shape, but there are five basic styles that we all fit into regardless of our height, 
weight or size.  Identify your figure type based on the icons below, then look for the styles coded with those icons.  Couldn’t be easier!

    

   Hourglass:  Bust and hips are generous and balanced with a definite waist.    

   Pear (or triangle): Bust and waist are small, with generous hips.
    
 

   Inverted triangle: Bust and waist are generous, with smaller hips.
    
  

   Apple:   Bust and hips are relatively small, with weight carried around the middle.

   
   Column:   Bust, waist and hips are all relatively similar. 

Style Consultation

Shona Rubery Designs also offers a style consultation service  to help make sure 
you’re wearing the shapes and colours that really bring out your best. 

More advice on Pinterest

Refer to Shona Rubery Designs’ Pinterest page for further help with colour, shape 
and ideas for dressing.


